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Abstract

The catalogue of a major Safavid exhibition at theLouvre, written byAssadollah SourenMelikian-Chirvani,
seems tobe primarilyaimed at contradictingestablished arthistory theories.Unfortunately,
most of itsauthor's
contentionsare based on theerroneous reading of Persian textsand false assumptions.The aim of thisarticle is
to trytoprevent the readers of thatcatalogue beingmisguided by incorrectinformation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
come and go and what remains is a
a major Safavid exhibition at theLouvre
For
catalogue.
curated by Assadollah Souren Melikian-Chirvani under

Exhibitions

the titleLe Chant du monde: UArt de IIran safavide
1501-1736, expectations were high, and many hoped to
have a solid catalogue with new revelations. If anything,
Melikian's catalogue iswhat a catalogue should not be.

Many of its entries have no description at all, not even
the standard technical informationon size, medium and
provenance. There is hardly a page without a mistake.
Typos and erroneous cross-references notwithstanding,

themajor problem of the catalogue is itsmethodology,
one that solely relies on deciphering inscriptions, often

wrongly, and using them to develop theories in defiance
of available evidence. For years,Melikian has attacked

scholars for their lack of attention and understanding of
inscriptions on miniatures and objects. He has also

gained an unchallenged repute in explaining the hidden
or esoteric meaning of Persian poetry, to the extent that
when, based on the erroneous interpretationof theword
tarbiyat in a poem, he wrongly assumed that itwas cAla5
al-Din Juvayniwho had converted the Il-Khanid Ahmad
Tegudar (r. 1282-84) to Islam,1 even the late JeanAubin

fell for it.2It is to avoid theoccurrence of suchmisunder
standings that I shall try to produce, inwhat follows, a
survey of the numerous

problematic

1 Soudavar 1996:
198-99, n. 62.
2 Aubin 1995: 30.

or erroneous

conclusions byMelikian. I believe that the long listof his
mistakes will justify the harsh criticism that I have
presented in this article.

II. "AUTHENTIC SIGNATURES"VERSUS
STYLISTIC ANALYSIS
In a veiled attack on stylistic analysis, which he qualifies
as a method
on "information much
too
based
to focus on the
proposes
incomplete", Melikian
of
modes"
five
"signature
prominent painters of the early
as
as
an "array of indices thatwill
fifteenthcentury, well
eliminate any uncertainty on the identity of these

authors" (p. 46). His attack feeds on a methodological
controversy thathas divided the Persian and Islamic art
historians of the last threedecades into two rival camps:

(a) the school of Stuart Cary Welch that emphasised
"looking" atworks of art, and (b) the rival school ofOleg
Grabar, which, rather than looking, preferred to indulge
in nebulous theories that seldom produced a concrete
result.The divide between the two schools was mainly in

reaction toWelch's
exploit in attributing some three
hundred Safavid masterpieces to various painters.While
his early publications offered attributionswithout much

explanation, his monumental The Houghton Shahnama,
co-authored by Martin Dickson, provided a detailed
stylistic analysis that reverberated against an informative
historical backdrop. Unable to see what he saw, and

unwilling to delve into themyriad informationburied in
Welch and Dickson's
text as well as its numerous
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footnotes, the proponents of the second school ridiculed
his "arbitrary" attributionsand his reliance on conjectural
evidence.3 In the same vein, while discussing a painting
from the ex-Vever Collection, Melikian
qualifies
Welch's attribution toMir Sayyid cAlI as being "guided

by his intuition only", while asserting that proof only
resided in the signature thathe (Melikian) had found (p.
71).4 Conveniently, by claiming to value only authentic

signatures and to shun the practice of attributing
avoids
17, 86), Melikian
(pp.
unsigned works
course
of
when
mentioning previous attributions, except
case
to
In
has
add.
the
of
Sultan
he
something

the Court of
Muhammad's?unsigned?masterpiece,
Gayumars, for instance, he accepts Welch's attribution
even

in
though derived from stylistic analysis
combination with circumstantial evidence (p. 60),
because he wants to explain how the painter had

interpreted FirdawsT's verses and why the word d3in
meant "beauty" (which it does not).5 Oddly, he even
faults Glenn Lowry and Milo Beach
(p. 225) for
an
that
they
drawing
qualified as
unsigned
publishing
"attributable toMir Sayyid cAlI" rather than stating "by

Mir Sayyid cAli", as he did! One cannot switchmethod
ologies whimsically. If stylistic analysis is only intuition,
Melikian should avoid it as well.6 I shall try,below, to
demonstrate that the inscriptions and signatures that
Melikian considers as authentic are anything but that,

SOUDAVAR

and that stylistic analysis is inmany instances preferable
to reliance on dubious signatures or texts.

III.BIHZAD'S SIGNATURES
The firstof the five painters whose signaturesMelikian
sets to investigate is the celebrated master, Bihzad of

Herat. He

is primarily known for his Timurid-period
his activities in the Safavid period are not
and
paintings,
well documented as yet. As an example of Bihzad's
authentic signature for this period, Melikian chooses the
sawwara-hu al-cabd Bihzad ("has painted it the slave
Bihzad")
inscription under a roundel (Figs 1, 4). He
asserts that the use by the master of "his customary

formula inArabic, guarantees it to be by him" (p. 47). He
also affirms (p. 48) that the identity of the painter, and
hence the authenticity of his signature, is further
emphasised by a direct reference in the introduction to

the anthology towhich this roundel belongs. Bihzad is
recognised in there as the author of the roundel (Fig. 6).
There are, however, several problems with these
assertions:
(a) The most elementary understanding of Bihzad's
paintings forbids accepting this awkward inscription
to be by themaster's hand; forBihzad's fortewas
his ability to fit into a single page a complex archi
tectural setting that could meticulously combine a
multitude of rooms with staircases, doorways,

3 An
example of thisapproach is the recentarticleby Oleg
Grabar and Mika Natif which deconstructs StuartCary
Welch's attributionof the twoHarvard paintings (Camp
Scene, andNighttime in a Palace) toMir Sayyid cAlIas
"arbitrary"(Grabar andNatif 2001: 196). I shall deal with
their

unwarranted

erroneous
4

Melikian

courtyards,walls, fences, balconies and rooftops.
The same ability allowed him to fit intohis compo
sitions numerous persons, each neatly placed in his
position without overlapping, and without being cut
by architectural elements or the painting frame.7 His

and
false
remarks,
assumptions
in a separate paper.
sawwara-hu
to see the full sentence

conclusions
claims

sense of order and tidiness of design also extended
to his calligraphy, best exemplified by a corner

Sayyid cAlibut I only see theword cAliand perhaps the
5

remnants

of Sayyid.

In thecontextused by Firdowsi (<_Jj^1 j 'j b
jl**)
theword d}inmeans ethics or customs ratherthanbeauty,
the best example of which is the A3in-i akbari, the
compendium on ethics and customs at the court of the
Allami;
Mughal Emperor Akbar written by Abu 51-Fazl

Allami 1985.
6 Welch can make mistakes, as we all do,
especiallywhen
more
hundred
than
three
with
paintings,but thatis
dealing
no reason to rejecthis approach. Imyself had disagree
ments with his attributionson twooccasions, and ifI have
proposed alternative ones, this is not by refutinghis
methodology but by usingWelch's own line of reasoning.
Thus in the case of a folio of the Shahnameh page
on pp.
(Rostam s First Ordeal) thatMelikian reproduces

cartouche (Fig. 2) inwhich the inscription proceeds
at firstvertically, then turnsprecisely ninety degrees
to the left,with a transition assured by the judicial

positioning of a marvellously executed "hd-alif
combination on a 45? angle. A person imbued with
such a talent for geometrical precision could have
never produced a non-centred and slanting

186-87, I had used the idiosyncratic elements of the
painterMir Musawwir, as established byWelch himself,
fromQadimi toMir Musawwir.
to change the attribution
7

Melikian,

of course, mentions

Soudavar 1992: 97-98.
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inscriptionwhich does not even follow the faint
tracing circles around the roundel (Fig. 4).8 If
Bihzad reallywanted to affix his signature on this

work, he could have easily incorporated it in the
surrounding illuminated strip, thus avoiding an
eyesore in the unpainted area of the paper.

Mlrak-i
(b) Bihzad was trained by his adoptive father,
a
was
master
who
painter and
Naqqash-i Khurasani,
designer ofmonumental calligraphies. His inscrip
tions in the cartouches of his famous Bustan (Cairo
adab farsi 908) are a testimony to his calligraphic
skills (Fig. 2).9 They clearly show well-balanced
letters in the rayhan script,penned by a steady and

continuous hand, as it should be for any trained cal
ligrapher.The anthology inscription, though, is
clearly disjointed (between the sad and vav, and

between the caynand ba), and startswith rayhan but
degenerates into a sort of nastacllq by the time it
reaches theword cabd.To me, these indicate an
attempt to imitate another person's handwriting (we
shall see more of this furtherbelow).
(c) The verb sawwara-hu (lit. "has produced this
figure"),which is in the thirdperson, can of course
be used by painters. But as Melikian himself

observes (p. 53), the label of a drawing attributed to
Bihzad, which reads naql az kdr-imawlana Vali,
sawwara-hu al-cabd Bihzad ("copied from a work
by Vali, has drawn it the slave Bihzad") was
probably penned by Dust-Muhammad, who had put
together an album forTahmasb's brother,Bahram

Mirza. The words al-cabd Bihzad, penned again by
Dust-Muhammad, appear on another painting

produced byMelikian (p. 55). Therefore, neither the
presence of theword cabd ("slave"), nor thatof the
verb sawwara-hu, can guarantee that such an

inscription is by thepainter's hand, even ifproven
to be from the same period.10
(d)Massumeh Farhad pointed out tome traces of an
inscriptionby a differenthand along the leftedge

(Fig. 1),which reads camal-iustddBihzad. Its
presence deals a fatal blow to the authenticityof the

8 These
tracingcircleswere used to set the radial lengthof
the shortand long finialsprotrudingfrom the illumination.
9 Soudavar 1992: 98.
10 For

an

Husaynl,

inscription
kataba-hu

which

reads

Shdh-Mahmud

sawwara~hu

cAli al

al-Neyshdbiiri,

obviously written by the painter and not the scribe see
Soudavar 1999: 53, pl. XVIa.
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first inscription.Because, if itwas therefirst,then the
one under the roundelwas only added to emphasise
the attributiontoBihzad. If on the other hand, itwas
written despite thepresence of the one below the
roundel, itmeans that the latterwas not considered as
a valid signature and the authorship of thepainting
had to be re-emphasised. In either case, the one under

the roundel cannot be by thehand of Bihzad.
As
for the preface explaining the compilation of this
(e)
anthology (Fig. 6), itdoes not seem to reflect the
truthfor one major reason: itexplains how the
patron was able to employ, in addition toBihzad, a

host of calligraphers such as Sultan-Muhammad-i
Khandan, Sultan-Muhammad-i Nur, Mir cAli-yi
Hiravi andMuhammad-Qasim-i
Shadishah, towrite
sections of itand yet the preface itself is penned in a
rudimentary calligraphic style. If thepatron could
commandeer somany talented artists for each
section of his anthology, he could afford one for his

preface as well. The commentaries seem to be yet
another attempt,by jobless Safavid artists of the first
half of the sixteenth century, to package genuine and
fakeworks into a compendium destined to be sold

on foreignmarkets.11
(f) The painting roundel, however, displays many of
Bihzad's compositional characteristics, such as
crooked branches on bear trees and hunchbacked
individuals. The execution seems much less precise

than his Timurid period works; that,however, is also
the case for two other Safavid paintings attributable

toBihzad, theportrait ofHatifi (p. 58) and a Winter
Scene (Freer Gallery 46.13).12 Itmay ormay not be

thework of themaster. But, even ifone accepts itas
genuine, it still clashes with the preface of this
anthology thatdates its compilation to 1524: not

only do the painting figures lack the Safavid baton
in their turbanbut the young man on the left is
wearing an Uzbek conical bonnet, which places its

execution closer to 1510 (the year IsmaTl drove the
out ofHerat) than 1524.
(g) Therefore, neither the so-called signature, nor the
commentaries, can be relied on for the attributionof
Uzbeks

thispainting toBihzad.
Melikian focuses next (pp. 47-50) on the three lines
inscribed into a window incorporated at the top of a
painting from the Gulshan album (Fig. 7), in which
11 For another
example see Soudavar 1992: 118-19.
12 Soudavar 1992: 97.
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supposedly claims to have painted the scene of
theTwo Camels at the age of seventy.He states: "one has
only to compare these lineswith the inscriptions by the

Bihzad

hand of the master under the paintings of the Cairo
Bustan to accept that these lines are also by his hand."
Unfortunately

this "as-a-matter-of-fact"

assumption

that

he throws in is completely wrong. I have reproduced in
Fig. 5, the inscriptionfrom theDar a and theHerdsman
scene from the Cairo Bustan.

It clearly reveals that the
in an even more mature
under
the
frame
is
inscription

SOUDAVAR

paintings.14 By the same token, Bihzad may have had
time to train in thisnew script.But themain problem, as
I see it, is the incorporation of thisbold inscriptionon the
top right corner: it is so prominent that it totally distracts
the viewer's attention (especially if one cuts down the

album page to itsoriginal size; Fig. 7).15 It does represent
a radical departure from the subtle incorporation of the
master's signatures in the Cairo Bustdn. Also, it seems
pretentious to call one's

own

nasta'liq than thatof Sultan-cAlIMashhad!, the scribe of
theBustan. When thisBustan was prepared in 1488, the
nasta'liq scriptwas notwell developed, and ifSultan-cAlI

creation badic khilqat
if the prose is by him,
Even
("unprecedented creation").
the chances are that itwas written somewhere else and got
re-writtenon this spot at theMughal Library, when the
Gulshan album was being assembled. In any case, it isnot

phers around. It is only with the advent of the next
generation of calligraphers such as Sultan Muhammad-i

Emperor Jahangir on an adjacent page of the Gulshan
album, offerbetter reasons for attributing it toBihzad.
Melikian's thirdchoice for an authenticated Bihzad is

was regularly, and almost exclusively, used formajor
works inHerat at the end of the fifteenthcentury, itwas
simply because therewere no other nastacliq calligra

cAlI Hiravl, that nastacllq
Nur, and especially Mir
evolved stylistically and found more practitioners. If
Bihzad, or any other calligrapher, was capable of
producing in the 1480s a nastacliq comparable to the one

under the painting frame, he would have surely been
commissioned formany otherworks.
More importantly, theBustan has been re-margined
and these so-called inscriptions by Bihzad are not on the

original paper but on themarginsl The purpose of these
inscriptions is not clear, because they only give a
summary description of the painting. They were perhaps
markers to ensure that the correct cut-out painting would

be re-glued in each empty location. In the case of another
painting from thismanuscript, Zulaykha Seduces Yusuf,
theywere perhaps considered onerous orwrong, because
they were

the
subsequently erased.13 Time-wise,
manuscript must have been re-margined several decades
later,when Bihzad was not even alive.
As for the ratherbold nastacliq inscriptionon theTwo

Camels painting, itmay ormay not be by Bihzad. It is true
that in between 1488 and the date of this illustration
was
(perhaps painted in the early 1530s when themaster

a lot of
supposedly seventy years old), nastacliq made
progress and became the choice script for calligraphers,
own grand-nephew,
as well as painters. Bihzad's
and
another
Muzaffar-cAlI,
painter from that younger
were
who
Mirza
cAlI,
probably both trained
generation,
by

the old master, used

a

solid nastacliq

in their

a reliable proof for attributingthepainting toBihzad. The
stylistic analysis of the painting, and a notation of the

(Freer 1932.28.450) thatbears the
inscription sawwarahu al-cabd Bihzad (Fig. 3) and that
may or may not represent theVenetian Gentile Bellini
theOttoman Painter

(pp. 50-54). It is rather strange for Melikian, who
considers the inscriptionunder the roundel as authentic,
to believe that this one, too, is by the same hand, for
importantly,
clearly they are not (Figs 3, 4).16 More

to re-establish the authenticity of this
signature against the opinion of past scholars, who not
only saw it in a radically different style from that of
Bihzad but also saw an impossibility for Bihzad, who
lived in Herat, to have drawn a subject that rather

Melikian

belonged
Venetians

wants

to the triangular interaction of Ottomans,
of Tabriz.17 It is to
and the Aq-Qoyunlu

counter the latterobjection thatMelikian stipulates that:
(1) "being a profoundly pious man", Bihzad would have
certainly gone for a pilgrimage toMecca, on theway to

which he could have stopped inTabriz; and (2) "that he
was previously attached to the court of Sultan-Hosayn
does not exclude the possibility that he
Bayqara
undertook one or several trips to Tabriz" (p. 53). Once

14 Soudavar 1992:
154, 164, 170.
15
Many paintings of the Gulshan album are enlarged to
match the size of the facingpage painting or to respect a
certain

dimensional

the Ottoman

13 Sims 2002: 248. In thecase of theBustan
frontispiecethey
are in red ink, ibidp. 248.

norm.

16 At the
very least, theyare in two differentscripts:theone
on Fig. 4 is imitatingthe rayhan scriptwhile the one on
17Melikian

Painter

is nasta'llq.

repeatedlyquotes in this sectionBahari (1997),
an unreliable work severely criticised by among others
Roxburgh 1999: 175-77.
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envisages possibilities built upon
again, Melikian
incorrect assumptions.
Indeed, Budaq-i Munshi-yi
was
who
secretary toBahram Mlrza as early as
Qazvini,
master Bihzad, who reached the age
"that
1536, reported:
of seventy, could not live a moment without ruby-red
wine or the ruby-red lips of a wine-bearer; constantwine
had kept him young and despite the ban, he continued
drinking and the shah knew it (but didn't mind)."18 I
wonder how an alcohol addict who kept drinking despite

a royal ban punishable by death, could be qualified as a
"profoundly pious" man who had been toMecca. As for

the tripsfrom Herat toTabriz, theywere arduously long
and prohibitively costly for those with limitedmeans
such as painters. If a person attached to the court ofHerat
went toTabriz, ithad to be for good reasons. Thus when

the vizier Afzal al-Dln-i Kirmani (d. 1504) leftHerat for
the court of Sultan Yacqub Aq-Qoyunlu, itwas to escape
from an arrest ordered by Sultan-Hosayn Bayqara; he

stayed there for ten years.19 IfBihzad had decided to go
to Tabriz, he would have even fared worse than in
Mecca, for the citywas under the tutelage of Qazi Tsa
the notoriously conservative sadr of Sultan
Yacqub, who applied the sharVa and created much
hardship for thepopulation.20 The wine-addicted Bihzad
had certainly no incentive to trade liberalHerat for a city
Savajl,

under the spell ofMuslim zealots.
All available informationabout Bihzad places him in
Herat prior to his summons to Tabriz by Isma'Il I (at

some time after 1522); it is impossible to imagine that
Bihzad, despite the hardships involved, took a trip to
Tabriz just tomake a copy of a European-type painting
and returned to Herat without attempting to produce
anything else for one of theAq-Qoyunlu rulers. Sensing

theweakness of his arguments,Melikian then reverts to
a stylistic analysis that he had professed to avoid,
comparing not only the sinuous lines of the Ottoman

Painter with thePortrait of ShaybakKhan (Metropolitan
Museum 57.51.29), but affirming that they both make
use of the same colour tones of green, crimson red and

blue (p. 54).
The most important element for stylistic comparison
is the treatment of facial features as well as the hands.
Their treatment is so different in these two paintings that
they cannot be by the same hand. More disturbing,
reliance on colour tonality. The
though, isMelikian's
following anecdote may be revealing in thismatter:
18 Soudavar 1992:
258; Soudavar 1999: 51.
19 Soudavar 1992: 113-15.
20 Soudavar 1992:
130-31, KhunjI 1992: 358-67.
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Cary Welch recognised thepaintings of four folios of
theFreerHaftAwrang manuscript (Freer 46.12) to be by
the same hand and linked them to Qadnrri, a painter of

Shdhndmeh. In a first step, I had
that
three
of
them
argued
(fois 58a, 188a, 275a) were by
cAbdallah-i Shiraz! who had illuminated and signed the
the Shah Tahmasb

double-page frontispiece of thatmanuscript.211 could not
express an opinion for the fourthone (fol. 100b) on the

I finallyhad a chance
to revisit themanuscript in company of theFreer curator,
Massumeh Farhad, itwas clear to both of us that the
fourth one was also by cAbdallah-i Shiraz!.22 The most
basis of reproductions alone. When

element that linked all four paintings to the
signed frontispiece was the colour tone of the blue. It
simply jumped to the eye. But no reproduction, not even
a transparency, can accurately duplicate thatcolour tone.

decisive

The colour similaritybetween the fiveworks can only be
if they are physically put side-by-side.
perceived

Therefore, to claim, on the basis of reproductions, that
the colour tones of two differently located paintings are
the same is not only inconclusive but certainly more
"subjective" than any other component of the stylistic
analysis thatMelikian

had vowed to avoid.

IV.READING WHAT ISNOT THERE
Trying to explain the poetical context of Persian
miniatures, Melikian focuses on the oft-published page
of theDivan ofHafiz, the cId-iFifi*, one of the twoworks

signed by the celebrated painter Sultan-Muhammad (pp.
62-65). Stuart Cary Welch twice provided an English
translation of the poems inscribed therein, and I have
provided a slightly different version (courtesy of
Wheeler Thackston).23 Itwas even translated intoFrench
on the occasion of the publication of the French version
ofWelch's Five Royal Manuscripts.24 But true to his

style,Melikian, who does not want to rely on other
people's translations,gives a Persian version followed by
his own translation inFrench (p. 63):

21 Soudavar 1992:228-31.
22 Soudavar 2000b:
71, n. 38.
23 "Roses and friend
eagerly await, for it is the timeo/'Id";
Welch 1976a: 66;Welch 1979: 127. Soudavar 1992: 159.
24 Welch 1976b: 68.
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Voici la Fete (ceyd) la fin des roses et les compagnons
dans

l'attente,

Echanson contemple la lunedans levisage du Shah et
apporte

le vin.

is of course nothing wrong with this approach
except thatwhat he writes and translates is not exactly
what is on the miniature. He reproduces the standard
There

version ofHafiz's poem, while on theminiature (Fig. 8),
in lieu of the word in parenthesis, akhair ("end of),
appears theword mawsim ("the time of). As I shall argue

in a forthcoming article, thiswas a deliberate change of
words in order to evoke a contemporary Td-i Fijr that
occurred on 9 June 1528, a timewhen flowerswere in full
bloom in Iran and one that could not be qualified as the
end of the rose period. If one cannot read the visible, one

will not comprehend itshidden meaning either.
A second inscription (on the doorway) reads (Fig. 9):

al-HadlAbu 3l
Muzqffar SamMirzd

SOUDAVAR

assertion is an inscription on a ruined wall within the
painting, in which he claims to read harrara-hu Mir
below two
Musawwir
("penned by Mir Musawwir")
couplets supposedly composed by the painter himself
(Fig. II).25 Welch's attribution of the same painting to
is only briefly mentioned in a footnote,
Aqa Mlrak

perhaps because itwas thought to be "intuitive" and did
notmerit refutation.However, Welch spent some fifteen
years comparing details of the paintings of the Shah

Tahmasb

Shdhndmeh with

those of the Khamseh

in

order first to group them by distinct hands, and then to
find a name for the painter of each group. This second

taskwas mostly achieved through the set of attributions
inscribed on the pages of thisKhamseh. Logic dictates
that if somebody dared to add inscriptions on the pages

of one

of the two most

important Safavid royal
in the royal Persian library
which
remained
manuscripts,
he
the
nineteenth century, was a connoisseur with
until
access to that library. If one wants to discard his
markings as unreliable, one must do it on the basis of
though,
perceived stylistic contradictions. Melikian,
discards themwith the stroke of a pen by characterising
them as mere graffiti (p. 80).

I have previously argued that itwas not by the hand of
Sultan-Muhammad but is a later addition, with its first
two letters (al) transgressing over the ruling lines, and
that itprojects Sam Mlrza as the trueheir to his father.

As a group, these inscriptions (which identifyworks
by Sultan-Muhammad, Mir Sayyid cAli,Mirza cAlI and
Aqa Mlrak) constitute themost reliable body of stylistic

mentaries", offers nevertheless an erroneous reading of
this doorway inscription by changing the firstword into
^tx.i!
(iddica-yi) that he translates as "revendications"

and Dickson
as yet been recognised when Welch
a manuscript
But
Shahnama.
The
Houghton
published
three signed
has
in
1986
that theMetropolitan bought

The linch-pin ofmy theory is the string of titlesused in
this sentence, especially al-Hadi, which was solely used
on
by his father IsmacIl.Melikian, who praises my entry
com
thisminiature as containing "important historical

("claims of). He not only omits the letter lam but
introduces an unacceptable?almost
insulting?word at
a
of
the beginning of
eulogising epithets for the
string
a theory as
one
if
qualifies
prince. Moreover,

information within the realm of Persian paintings
because theyaccord with all other signed works by these
artists. For the first two artists, for instance, Welch
established a close concordance with theirknown signed
works.26 In the case ofMirza cAlI,no signed works had

pages by this artist,with stylistic characteristics that tie in
with Welch's attributions;27his signature therein as >All
(Fig. 10) only refers to him as cAli the
yi Musawwir
Painter and does not include his sobriquet Mirza

(a

some justifica
"important," one should at least provide
tion before undermining itby removing its linchpin.

V.MIR MUSAWWIR
In a section dedicated to Mir Musawwir, Melikian
asserts that the only painting to bear incontrovertibly
this painter's "signature" is a painting from Shah
Tahmasb's Khamseh (British Library OR2265, fol. 15),
Anushervan and theOwls (pp. 66-67). The basis for his

25 Melikian even claims that
Mir Musawwir is his takhallus
or pen-name.Unfortunately,by definition,the takhallusof
a poet only appearswithin thepoem itself(usually in the
last couplet) and never aftera poem!
26 Dickson and Welch 1981: 58-63, 180-87. A further
signedwork by Mir SayyidAll was presented by this
author inSoudavar 1999: 53, pl. XVIa.
27 Soudavar 1992: 170.
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diminutive of amirzddeh "prince").28 As forAqa Mlrak,
I have previously argued that the very inscription on

Anushervdn and theOwls contains his signature, for two
reasons: (1) if four other paintings of theKhamseh that
Welch attributed to this artist bear an attribution to him,
the chances are that the connoisseur who wrote them
refrained from adding another one to this painting
because italready had one;29 and (2) the signature line of
this painting has been damaged and has needed recon
struction (Fig. 11); if themiddle name is rendered as
there is still an unjustifiable gap until thenextword
dictates that there was
(Musawwir). Commonsense

Mi[r]

initially another letter in lieu of the gap, probably kdfXo
the signature as harrara-hu Mi[rak]-i
complete
Musawwir. As in the case ofMirza cAlI's signature (in
which Mirza was eliminated), the honorific epithetAqa
("Mister") forAqa Mlrak's
signature was dropped as

well.30

for not being able to see the
large gap in the signature inscription nor the stylistic
discrepancies between the paintings ofMir Musawwir
and Aqa Mlrak. I do take umbrage, however, when he
I cannot faultMelikian

criticises others for not following rules thathe ignores
Indeed, in regard to a painting on which
name Sayyid cAlI he faults a number of
the
appears
for
authors
having stated that itwas "signed by Mir

himself.

Sayyid cAlI", because he argues that the epithet Mir
"could not be part of his signature" (p. 86, n. 71).31 Yet

28

"Mirza'' was

probably

added

to this painter's

name because

he

was talentedand consideredtobe theheir tohis fatherSultan
Muhammad, thekingofpainters,Soudavar 1992: 170.
29 Welch attributesa sixth
painting to Aqa Mirak (The
Physicians 'Duel),which is theonlypaintingnot tobear an
to thispainterorhis signature.
attribution
As themanuscript
was

re-margined,

and as some

of the attributions

259

he asserts that the painter of Anushervan and theOwls
(with Mir
signed his name as Mir Musawwir

has

included), despite observing that the latter's name was
actually Sayyid Muhammad
(p. 76).32 Like Mirza cAlI
and Mir Sayyid cAlI, who dropped their honorific

epithets from their signatures, Mir Musawwir would
have never included Mir (a diminutive of amir) in his
signature, because itwas an epithet that others used to
honour

as

him

a

descendant

of

the Prophet

Muhammad.

Finally, Budaq-i Munshi-yi Qazvini who, for some
fourteenyears after 1535was secretary toBahram Mirza,
mentions that when the Mughal Emperor Humayun

in 1545,Mir Musawwir had long been
in disgrace.33 His downfall was probably due to his
association with Tahmasb's
rebellious brother Sam
Mirza who was arrested in 1535.34 Therefore, Dickson
visited Tahmasb

and Welch's

did not
also finds a historic

contention thatMir Musawwir

contribute to Tahmasb's Khamseh

justification in thewritings of Budaq-i Qazvini. They all
negate the Mir Musawwir
signature theory for this
Khamseh page.
Melikian next presents another "signed work byMir
Musawwir":
theportrait of an old man reading a petition,

which he qualifies as the artist's self-portrait (Fig. 14).
When he first published the same in 1998,35 he was
unaware that Iwas concurrentlywriting about it.36Since

then John Seyller has written about itas well, using my
reading of the text to confirm my conclusions and to
criticise Melikian's
one.37 Melikian does not mention
either but simply refers to an old publication by Amina

Okada who had attributed thiswork toMir Sayyid cAlI
(p. 68). He contends thathis reading will clarifymatters.

Unfortunately, his reading is wrong, and so are all
arguments presented in support of his conclusions:

toMirza

Ali are on thenewmargin, one may assume thatthisAqa
on the
Mirak paintinghad originallyan inscribedattribution
margins too,but discardedwith theoldmargins.
30 Melikian omits Ebadollah Bahari's?unsubstantiated?
attributionof Anushervan and theOwls toAqa Mirak
(Bahari 1997: 223, 252), even thoughhe highly praises
him elsewhere inhis catalogue.
31
Personally, I see nothingwrong in this statement,for
painters are usually referred to by their better-known
names than the name they actually include in their
signature;one can easily say thata painting is signed by
Picasso when the signatureactually reads Pablo Ruiz.

32 For amore
complete discussion ofMir Musawwir's name
see, Soudavar 1992: 156.
33 Soudavar
1999:50,61.
34 Soudavar 1999: 60-61.
35 Melikian 1998: 32-33.
36 Soudavar 1999: 50.
37
Seyller 2002: 60-61.
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Waste
11^ Gallery ofArt,SmithsonianInstitution,
Fl944.48, foi 3.

DC, ^

F/g. 4.Detail of a page from an Anthology,the jjfcjj^

FreerGalleryofArt,Smithsonian
Institution,
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Fig. 5.Detail of a page from a Bustan (Cairo adab farsi 908,fol. 10a).
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Anthology, theFreer Gallery ofArt,
. Smithsonian Institution,Washington
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Fig. 7. Two Camels painting cut down to original size
(Gulshan album, Gulestan Palace Library).
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Fig- & Detail of a page from theDivdn-i Hafiz, Art
M. Sackler Gallery,
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History Collection,
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drawing
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(Private

.

collection).
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21.

signature ofRiza on
Melikian
drawing,
catalogue (p. 97).
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Fig. 22. Court scene byMuham ^
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Soudavar*

Melikian*

tJ*.(JU5AI)
cjjUc a?
^
Js^
^Uji4
^jjj jl jl
ill*jXu AlkLua
AjU
AjI
pL2ljl
jl l-ju
ja3c
(JUS ^1)
^
cJjtf
[ooLIj
^1]

a? 3&jjijx* (jla^yu cjj*a>
;du2tt^ (j*aj&
j^a
(Ajbjjjp ^^c. jgj
Jj^a C-LLa
<*imib jljAixl
ft.it
4jjJa-a ^joU (,5^6.
j d^L <S> JLuj

Ij>b

AjLui(^il) *L&I

Cu*jXu Ajatlui

He,

Dieu

Petition of theold and long-timeslave,Mir Musawwir,
It is a greathonour to reportthatithas been a while since
this slave's son (i.e. Mir Sayyid cAlI) has entered the

Lui, Requete, Le vieux (pir) serviteurde longue date,
Mir Musawwir, faitvaloir que depuis fortlongtempsle fils
d'esclave passe au service particulier [(dar gholami) du

services ofYour Majesty. It is hoped thathe shall become
the subjectof royalmunificence. (As forme) I am hopeful
to start
my journey soon and joinYour Majesty's services,
God Almighty willing, May (you as ) the Shadow of

le Tres-Haut

roi]. II a l'espoir que les bontes ne lui seront point
refusees,

Le

accompli

le parcours

pauvre

esperant
il entrera

tres

qu'ayant
au

service

de

bientot

1'entourage

[royal] si le veut [Dieu] Que 1'ombredu soleil soit [benie].

[Divine]Radiance [lastforever].
To interprethis reading, and justify this painting as the
self-portraitofMir Musawwir, Melikian asserts that "it

was an Iranian practice to include thename of the author
of a petition on top of it" (p. 68). The fact is that the only

carzeh-ddsht ("petition/report") thatwe have from the
Timurid or early Safavid period is the one presented to
Baysunghur, which does not name thepetitioner (whom

we usually assume to be the head of the prince's library,
Jacfar-iBaysunghur!).38 Itwas up to the functionarywho
presented the petition to inform the king about the
author's identity. If the petition was to be presented in
person, there was obviously no need to write one's
name. Melikian's unfamiliarity with chancery practices

also shows in his lack of understanding for themissing
words after in shd'a: he completes itwith a supposedly
missing Allah. In accordance with a practice that goes

back toMongol
times, importantwords from the text
were always pulled out to themargin, or to the top of the
tacala ("God
letter; here, the two words Allah
Almighty") were pulled out from after the words in
sha5a and placed on top to serve also as an invocation to
God.39 Melikian
though, completes themissing words
with a supposedly dropped Allah. Minor reading errors

main problem is the
notwithstanding,40 Melikian's
sentence
of
the
of
the letter inwhich Mir
key
misreading
son
after
that
his
Musawwir,
(Mir Sayyid cAli) is
stating
already in the services ofHumayun, declares thathe will
join him shortly.41 The sentence accords with the
informationprovided by Budaq that theMir's sonwent to

India first "and the father followed him there".42At the
same time, it negates the possibility ofMir Musawwir
presenting his own petition to the king: the petitioner
not be writing to Humayun
from afar and
same
to
at
it
him
the
time.
Moreover,
presenting
according toPersian painting conventions, a dark-skinned
could

person in an Indian garb is an Indian person (thereforenot
the Persian Mir Musawwir). Also, the person to read a
petition for theking had to be a person of high rank,most

probably the vizier. The sumptuously gold-embroidered
robe of the old man clearly vouches him to be a man of
means and not a lowly-paid court artist (see below).

Furthermore, paintings inserted inMughal albums
usually bear two signs of connoisseurship. One is a
number,which, as demonstrated by Seyller, indicates the
40

Compare theunderlinedwords withmy own transcription.
His

*

From now on,Melikian's readingswill appear on theright
column andmine on the leftone.
38 See Lentz and
Lowry 1987: 160.
39 Melikian commits the same error in the
reading of the
letterof Shah Abu 5l-Qasim-iKashgari inwhich the two
words

jannat-ashiydni
to Humayun,

referred

now resides
in Heaven")
("he who
to be re-inserted
after
and needed

theword hazrat (p. 84).

reconstruction

umldvar

bi dnast

is not wrong.

But

as a

poem thathe himself produces on p. 77, the expression
umldvarchunan-ast is theprevailing formulatobe used in
conjunctionwith umldvar.As forhis endingwish ("May
the shadow of the sun be blessed"), it is rathermore
Mithraic

than Islamic.

41 Melikian seems to be unfamiliarwith the
expression az
use one's
sar qadam
sakhtan
(lit. "to
he reads the word sar
rush) because

42 Soudavar 1999: 50.
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relative value of thepainting.43The number 3 assigned to
this painting (Fig. 14) is a function of its simplicity and
small size. The second notation is usually an attribution

of authorship inscribed under the painting: in this case,
Whether we can trust
the attribution is toMir Sayyid CAH.
this attribution or not is unimportant. The fact is that the

functionaryor librarianwho wrote itcould certainly read
the inscription on the petition with Mir Musawwir's
name on it. If he still chose to add theMir Sayyid CAH
attributionunderneath, itwas because itwas clear to him
that thename on thepetition was not thepainter's name.
For this librarian,Mir Sayyid cAlI had captured a
snapshot of an event that pertained to his father and
obviously was of concern to him. He thereforeascribed
the latter's name. Stylistically, the painting has one
importantcharacteristic: the perfect sense ofweight and

balance conveyed by the kneeling posture of the old
man. Only two artistsfrom the early Safavid period were
giftedwith the ability of conveying it:Mirza cAlIandMir
Sayyid cAlI.The forward leaning position of a kneeling
man also seems to be a characteristic of this artist.

AND THE QUESTION OF
VI. MIR SAYYID CALI
"SELF PORTRAITS"
In addition to the previous painting, Melikian claims
three other single-figure paintings, two signed by Mir
Sayyid cAlI and one by Muhammad Qasim, to be self

portraits (pp.70-73, 390-91). His contentions suffer
from reading toomuch into an inscription.What all of
these figures have in common is that they have rich
garments and wear

intricate ornaments. In the Freer
the
young Safavid prince (holding a
drawing (Fig. 15),
wears
booklet)
earringswith hanging pearls. He also has
a very elaborate belt buckle, probably of gold. In the
LACMA painting (M.90.141.1), the sitterwears a most
sumptuous robe with gold brocade, has a golden-hilted
knife inhis belt and wears a golden headband around his
bonnet. In the painting by Muhammad-Qasim,
the
holder of the petition wears an even more elaborate

turban,with a gold brocade robe and overcoat. To think
that artists of the Safavid court could afford such
sumptuous outfits is to greatly overestimate their
income. Indeed, a petition presented on behalf of the

painterMuzaffar cAlI clearly states thathis stipend of six
tumdns had been cut in half by Tahmasb and that he

43

Seyllerl997.
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ends meet with such an income.44
Moreover, of the two supposed self-portraits of Mir
Sayyid cAli, the one in a Mughal outfit is very young
could not make

looking (almost in his teens), and certainly much
younger than the one in the Safavid outfit.This cannot
be, forMir Sayyid cAlimatured at the Safavid court and
went to theMughal court later on 45As forMuhammad
Qasim, the face of his petition holder is the same thathe
uses over and over again as a standard prototype for the
image of an idealised prince. He even sometimes puts
several of them in the same painting. They cannot be
interpreted as self-portraits. Art historians, whom

criticises fornot understanding that these three
were
self-portraits (p. 86), have long been able
paintings
to read the signatures on them but would never claim

Melikian

that they were self-portraits because
mentioned considerations.

of the above

Melikian discovered (as part of his 1998 essay) that
the verses on the rug depicted in theMir Sayyid cAli
painting of LACMA were by the relatively unknown

poet Ahli-yi Turshizi (Fig. 12). Perhaps emboldened by
his discovery, and finding that the same poem was
written on a rug depicted in a painting from Tahmasb's

he
Barbad
Khamseh,
Playing
Before Khusraw,
concluded that this painting too was by the same hand,
c
despite bearing an attribution to Mirza All46 In the

present catalogue, though,while re-emphasising that the
rug inscriptions are by the same hand, he refers to the
painting of theKhamseh in his textbut actually
illustrates another folio (48v) from the same manuscript,

Barbad

Nushabeh

Iskandar from his Portrait,
Recognising
which does not have such a carpet (p. 80). To add more
confusion to the issue, the latterpainting is even labelled
as Portrait ofKhusraw Drawn by Shapur and Presented

to Shirinl This chaotic referencing notwithstanding, I
have compared in Figs 12 and 13, the rug poems that
Melikian claims to be by the same hand. They both
display the couplet:

May my two eyes become carpets in theabode thatyou
shall choose to dazzle us from,May I be dust on
whichever road you shall setyour footon47

44 Soudavar 1999: 53.
45 Melikian claims thatthe
Mughal one must look "twenty
older
years"
(p. 220).
46 Melikian
1998, p. 38.
47 The
beginning of the second hemistich is wrongly
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The use of a couplet by two painters does notmake them
one and the same. Popular or appropriate poems, idioms,

or Koran verses were shared by many artists.This poem
was obviously a good candidate tobecome popular among
painters, since it refers to carpets and is included in the
Tuhfeh-yiSami, a compendium of various popular verses
compiled by Sam Mirza, a talentedprince who employed
or befriendedmany artists.Furthermore, theircalligraphic
We can see that
MirzacAli, who uses a
styles are different.

consistently strong and mature nasta'llq in the building
headings of his paintings, displays a more mature style on
his carpet (Fig. 13), as evidenced by theuse of an elegantly

drawn shin and kdf infarsh and khdk.More importantly,
the cursively connected ending ha injilveh, which is only

used by accomplished nasta'llq calligraphers (then and
now), appears inMirza 'All's carpet and not theother one.
They are simply not by the same hand.
As stated before,Melikian discards the attribution to

cAti (on the non-reproduced Barbad painting) as
mere graffiti.The Nushdbeh painting?which is actually
on its margin the
illustrated in the catalogue?bears

Mtrza

inscription camal-i ustddMirza

cAll("thework ofMaster

SOUDAVAR

cAli"). It is not only written in an elegant nasta'liq
but was set into the surrounding illuminationwhen the
page was re-margined (Fig. 16). It is therefore not a
haphazard inscription by a visiting connoisseur but the

Mirza

of the person in charge of revamping the
manuscript, who, like his predecessor, qualified Mirza
cAli as ustdd, a term frequently used in themilieu of
work

Persian artists forMirza cAlibut not forMir Sayyid cAli.
Ifhe is referred to as ustdd, it is because his paintings are
all executed in a masterly fashion and form a cohesive
group. One cannot re-attributea painting from this group
to Mir Sayyid cAli and not address the issue of the
remaining paintings bearing the same attribution toUstad

Mirza

cAli.

it comes to reading poems incorporated in
When
paintings, Melikian seems to do a better job when they
are on carpets rather than on a sheet of paper. Not all
Melikian's
inscriptions are as
reading of minute
successful as his decipherment of the rug poem by Ahle
yi Tursheze. His reading of a poem on an open booklet
held by a young prince in
Majnun Goes toSchool (Freer
SI986.221),

Melikian

Soudavar

(jjbU jl

^rtja ^

lira j

for instance, is farfrom correct:

JjSjLa

^j&jy^a

I saw a beauty in a school whose teacherwas giving
him a lesson,He would look at his face and lose all
senses_

The erroneous reading of maktab ("school") as qillat
("penury"), and sabaq dddan ("teaching") as sabu
("pitcher"), leads him to develop a whole thesis as towhy

a pitcher or ajar must appear in a school scene (p. 71).
To justify the Freer drawing (Fig. 15) as a self
portrait,Melikian adds a series of convoluted arguments.
First, he argues thatby styling his affiliation as "son of

in lieu of "son ofMir Musawwir,"
Sayyid Muhammad"
was
cAli
Mir Sayyid
designating himself as the subject of
the drawing. By this argument, every treatise inwhich
the author signs his name as "son of so-and-so" must be
an autobiography! Second, he quotes a certain Qutb al

Din Muhammad-i Qisseh-khwan, who had written the
in
preface to an album supposedly prepared in 1556,
H JW J? .
transcribed in the catalogue as:
Also the translationofjilveh-gdhas "nuptial chambers"by
Melikian is unjustified.

Jevis une beaute a qui en cettepenurie lemaitre avait
donne unpicket, II jetaitun regard sur son visage et en
oubliait le sens [de toutechose]
order to propose that this drawing belonged to the said
album (muraqqa3). His reasoning is thatQisseh-khwan
cites "Mir Musawwir, his son Sayyid cAli, the son of
Master

Sultan Mahmud,

his son,Mirza

cAli" among the

artists represented therein, (p. 76). Unfortunately, this is
not what Qisseh-khwan ("The Story-teller") says. Like
somany othermuraqqac prefaces, he gives an extensive
account of past and present calligraphers and painters,
and mentions that "some of the calligraphies and
paintings of themasters" had come into his possession;

says that the purpose of his preface was to
recollect thename of some past masters whose works are
included in the album.48 In no way did Qisseh-khwan

he also

48

Khadivjam 1967: 673-76; Mayel-Heravi 1993: 284^88:
"jjJ <oUsl 4
jlji.

<C-aSX4?-? (^pltUJuLaitCliltjf j?lci
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pretend to have possessed a specimen of each and every
artist enumerated inhis list,which begins with the Imam
cAlI and includes all the classical calligraphy masters

such as Ibn-i Bawwab, as well as Yaqut and his disciples.
IfQisseh-khwan had theworks of all of thesemasters,
his album would have been more valuable than all
Topkapi muraqqas put together.
Melikian then posits that,because

the text eulogises
must
it
have
for
been
Tahmasb,
prepared
offering to him,
and he speculates that this drawing must have been its
frontispiece. These eulogies, however, were meant to add

more weight to Qisseh-khwan's
account, and were
introduced therein by way of mentioning that such
enterprisewas only possible because of Tahmasb's good
governance (biyumn-i dawlat-i... ), and because of his
belonging to the entourage of the king (taqarrub bi
catabeh-yL..). I also fail to understand why Mir Sayyid
cAlI's drawing has to be a frontispiece, if inserted in such
an album.

needs to be considered here, however, is the
account, around which
reliability of Qisseh-khwan's
What

Melikian

has built up his imaginary scenario. In their
search
for sources, Dickson andWelch referred
thorough
to this account and the possibility that Sayyid Ahmad-i

MashhadI

plagiarised him for his preface of theAmir
Ghayb Beyk album (dated 1565).49 In his meticulously
documented survey of Topkapi albums, David Roxburgh
has noticed thatSayyid Ahmad MashhadI referred to his
own preface as in qisseh-khwani ("this story-telling"), a

term thatQisseh-khwan also used and was more likely to
exploit because of itsaffinitywith his name and function.
to his familiarity with the process of album
Due

prefacing, Roxburgh also envisaged another possibility:
that both of these accounts were copying an earlier
model.50 All of thepreviously-mentioned scenarios make
sense, but none provide an answer to themultitude of

problems inherent inQisseh-khwan's account. I dare to
propose yet another scenario: that it was he who
I am indebtedtoKambiz Eslami forprovidingme the text
of thistreatise.
49 Dickson andWelch 1981: 242. Melikian
posits (p. 220)
that itwas Hosayn Khadivjam who firstbrought to light
the contentof this text.This is not exactly true,because
thebulk of the informativesectionof the textexisted in the
preface of Sayyld-iMashhadI, which Mehdi Bayani had
published a year before. Its text had been dispersed
between two Topkapi albums: H2161 and 2156; Bayani
50

1966: vol.

1,49-52.

Roxburgh 2001: 34.
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plagiarised Sayyid Ahmad's text (inwhich he found the
fortuitous inqisseh-khwani expression), and added a fake
date through a monogram.51 This I put forward for the
following reasons.

First, I see two distinctwriting styles: the core subject
is precise and solid, while the superfluous story-telling
thathe engages in is disjointed.52 The latter seems to be

his own and the former copied from another text. Sayyid
text, however, seems to be solid throughout.
I
find
ithard to believe thata simple story-teller
Second,
had a collection of works thatmerited being assembled
in an album, unless thepurpose of the album was tomix

Ahmad's

genuine and fakeworks to be sold on foreignmarkets. In
Sayyid Ahmad's text,however, it isAmir Ghayb Beyk
who claims to possess a collection of calligraphy and

paintings, and his album is now in the Topkapi. Third,
both claim to have encountered Bihzad. Of the two,
Sayyid Ahmad was themore likely, for he was much

older and as a pupil ofMir cAlIHiravl could have seen
Bihzad, while there is no reason for a story-tellerto have

encountered the master. According
to cAli Effendi,
Qisseh-khwan was a pupil ofMalik-i Daylami, who was
himself a pupil of Sayyid Ahmad-i Mashhadl.53 Fourth, a
sentence correctly used by Sayyid Ahmad (a), becomes
grammatically incorrectwith Qisseh-khwan (b):
aj i? jjU
(a) *ijaj ^LS (ji l-ujjj

(b)

(jtabUujI

<j<&*.

4j A? t?j^U
<jtatatlui! jULaJu ^
^Ua jl l-jjjjj
o
--4? *<*J& J$a^J*
j t>?j*i (Jjj c5jjjjj (jiljj^ Jui

Because in (a) the author says to have arranged the items
of the album with the help of master calligraphers and
painters, and in (b) he is only rearranging "words" with
their help. Finally, the sentence thatMelikian quotes
from Qisseh-khwan displays a lack of familiaritywith
51 While

Qisseh-khwan only uses the cA^-^o*1,
Sayyid
Ahhmad uses amore rhythmicsentence:In qisseh-khaniva
izhar-esukhan-dani.
Aimee Froom indicatesthatthe early
part of the album of SultanMurad III (ViennaNational
LibraryCodex Mixtus 313), dated 1574, is also a copy of
SayyidAhmad Mashhadl's preface;Froom 2001: 14.
52 See
e.g. the storyof the "The Jewellerand thePainter";
Khadivjam 1967: 671-73.
53
metAli Efendi inBaghdad
Qisseh-khwan had reportedly
in 1581 some 8 years afterSayyidAhmad- MashhadI had
died;Mayel-Heravi 1993: 63-64.
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the artists of thatperiod because Mirza cAliwas not the
son of Sult^-Mahmud
but of Sultan-Muhammad, and
the latterwas not the son ofMir Sayyid cAlLOn the other

hand, Sayyid Ahmad's account omits the reference to
this erroneously-named father and son. Whatever the
text is an unreliable source, one
truth,Qisseh-khwan's
false pretences, and cannot be used as the
foundation of any theory, let alone one built upon wrong
assumptions and interpretations.

with

VII. DUST-MUHAMMAD
Melikian revels in reviving controversies. Through his
entry on The Story ofHaftvdd and theWorms from the
Tahmasb Shdhnameh, he wants to re-establish the theory
that itspainter,Dust-Muhammad, is the same as the cal
ligrapher who wrote the preface to Bahram Mirza's
album and penned the labels for itspaintings, and whose
father's name was Sulayman. Itwas Dickson andWelch
who first suggested that thispainter was a multi-talented

artist, equally at ease in painting, calligraphy, illumina
tion and decoupage.54 In 1990 Chahryar Adle published
an article on Bahram Mnrza's
album in which he
expressed his belief that therewere at least two artists
"hidden under the name Dust-Muhammad", but that he
and
lacked a concrete proof to contradict Dickson

contention in this respect.55Upon receipt of an
that
he had kindly sentme, I telephoned Adle to
offprint
I
had
the
say
proof he needed. In a fortuitousvisit to the
Center forMiddle Eastern Studies of theUniversity of
Chicago, I had stumbled upon a photocopy of the

Welch's

Javdhir al-akhbar of Budaq-i Munshi-yi Qazvini that
nobody else seemed to possess outside Russia. It had
much informationon Dust-Muhammad and was perhaps

the only relevant text thatDickson and Welch did not
consult. Upon Adle's request, I sent him a copy of my
own analysis of theDust-Muhammad question,56 as well
as photos of a decoupage work signed by a Dust
Muhammad whose father's name was Shaykh cAbdallah
(as opposed to Sulayman), and a copy of Budaq's text.57
Although tucked in a footnote, I had demonstrated why
54 Dickson andWelch 1981: 119.
55 Adle 1990: 243.
56

57

Soudavar

1992:

258,

n. 74.

My only request toAdle was to credittheChicago Center
and JohnWoods, who had kindly allowed me tomake a
Adle referredto
copy of Budaq's account.Unfortunately,
or
Center.
Woods
the
without
crediting
Budaq

SOUDAVAR

the Javahiral-akhbdr clearly allowed us to make a
the calligrapher
distinction between Dust-Muhammad
and his namesake, the painter whom Budaq preferred to
call Dust-i Divaneh ("Dust theMad"). Adle's compre

hensive 1993 study of the differentDust-Muhammads of
that period has fully confirmed my conclusions.58 A
of the relevant arguments has also been
published by David Roxburgh.59
text and
However, Melikian
only quotes Adle's
attacks it by focusing on one word, tahrir,which he
synopsis

translates as "calligraphy" (p. 83). He seems to prefer the
modern definition ofwords to their contextual meaning.

In the case of the word tarbiyat alluded to in my
Introduction, he has understood it as "education" as one
would today, rather than "protection" as used in the
historical texts of the fourteenthand fifteenthcenturies.60
In the same vein, he chooses to substitute the nowadays
rather loose usage of theword tahrir (as "calligraphy")
for the precise meaning that ithad among calligraphers
and painters of the past, i.e., the exercise of producing
thin lines in black ink.One could of course apply it to

calligraphy, ifwritten in a thin black line, e.g. as in the
case ofAqa Mirak's inscriptions on the ruinedwall of the
Khamseh page (Fig. 11) where he signs his name by
using the verb harrara-hu. It could also be used for ink
drawings, especially when drawn with thin lines. Thus
the artistMuhammadi, who was a specialist in such
drawings, would sign them as harrara-hu Muhammadl

yiMusawwir, where harrara-hu could only refer to his
drawing since the page was otherwise devoid of
calligraphy (Fig. 17).61But by and large, theword tahrir
was used for the art of outlining in black calligraphic
letterswhich had been penned in gold or other light
colours. Budaq thus qualified Dust-Muhammad's
pupil,
Shaykh Muhammad, as a muharrer and a calligrapher of
nastacliq.62 A calligrapher of nastacliq could never be a
muharrir because the thickness of the lines so varied in
this script;he was simply referredto as a khattat or ustad
i khatt (master of calligraphy).

The very passage thatMelikian quotes from the
chronicler Bayazid-i
already
Bayat was
Mughal
translatedby Dickson andWelch, and theyused theword
on
"margining" to describe tahrir; yet he insists
58 Adle 1993: 238-63.
59
Roxburgh 2001: 27-28.

60

Soudavar

1996:

198-99,

n. 62.

61 Soudavar 1992: 240-41.
62 Adle 1993: 288.
Qaii Ahmad, who is the author of the
Gulistdn-iHunar, did the same, ibid,p. 291.
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translating itas "calligraphy." In support of his argument,
he oddly chooses an image from the Bahram Mnrza

album reproduced by Adle, in which the nasta'llq in
white by an unknown calligrapher is outlined in black
ink and below which appears the words harrara-hu
Dust-Muhammad-i Musawwir. He argues that itrefers to
as a calligrapher, even though Adle
clearly explains in its caption that the noun tahrirmeant
"encadrement lineaire".Yet, he skips over thenext calli

Dust-Muhammad

graphic piece reproduced by Adle, below which appear
the sentences: kataba-hu al-cabd cAli; harrara-hu Dust
Muhammad.63 In this piece, the calligraphy is inwhite
the verb
and has an outlining in black ink. Because
kataba-hu unequivocally means "has written it," the

harrara functionperformed by Dust-Muhammad on this
piece can only refer to the furtherembellishment of the
initial white calligraphy by (Mir) cAlI, through the
addition of theblack outlining.
professes that one should not
Finally, Melikian
contradict contemporary sources and signatures in order
to ascertain

the existence of two separate Dust
His contemporary source isBayazld, who
may have met Dust-Muhammad thepainter, afterhe had
travelled to India. But Bayazld can in no way be a more

Muhammads.

reliable source thanBudaq, who was secretary toBahram
in the very days that his album was being
prepared. Budaq personally knew the calligrapher Dust
Muhammad, whom he says had a lisp and pronounced

Mnrza

"li" instead of "ri" and who never quitted Tahmasb's
services. The latter calligrapher is certainly not the

painterwho went to India. The painterwho went to India
and died therehe refers to as Dust-i Divaneh in order to
distinguish him from his namesake, the calligrapher.64
There comes a point when one wonders whether

refuses to carefully read the sources that he
refers to (such as Adle's), or whether he deliberately
adopts a nobody-knows-but-me attitude to impress the
average uninformed viewer of theLouvre at the expense
of his peers?

Melikian

VIII. DRAWINGS "SIGNED BY" RIZA AND
RIZAcABBASI
attacks on past scholarship come as open
rejections.When he cannot find arguments.He sometimes
opts for seemingly harmless statements thatnevertheless

Not allMelikian's

63 Adle 1993:
pl. X, figs 7 and 8.
64 Soudavar 1992: 258.
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negate established theories.For instance,he still refers to
Riza and Riza-i cAbbasI as two distinctpersons,when ithas
long been settled that they are one and the same.
careful stylistic analysis of
that
drawings
incorporated three different signatures
Riza
and
Riza-i cAbbasi), backed by the study
(Riza, Aqa
of historical texts, established that theywere all thework
Ivan

Stchoukine's

of one extraordinarily talented artist.65Sheila Canby has
confirmed the same by adding new elements in a book

written solely on this artist.66 In the meantime, my
reading of thenotations on portraits ofRiza, in support of

thesis, was criticised by two Iranian
in rebuttal, I published an article inPersian that
a quotation from Riza's contemporary, the
Valeh-yi Isfahann, which clearly shows that
was also called Aqa Riza-i cAbbasT.67

Schtoukine's
scholars;
included

historian
Aqa Riza

Aqa Riza-i AbbasI, who in thedays of theeverlasting
reignof hisMajesty theWorld Conqueror and now in
Heaven (i.e. ShahAbbas I) was thezenith of the age

and thepinnacle of his century,is the son of theafore
mentionedMaster All Asghar; and even though,under

the protection of the said Majesty, he had become
notable as the sun and most celebrated among the
people, he did not appreciate his good fortunes,and
likeSadiqTBeyg hewasted his timegravitatingaround
the circle of wrestlers and qalandars. Despite being
constantly the subject of royal munificence, but
because of such frequentations,he was mostly poor

and in a dire state. In any event, thepaintings ofAqa
Riza were much prized even in the early days of his

Majesty (ShahAbbas
Melikian

publishes

one

II).68
illustration from the Louvre

(OA7136) signedby Riza (p. 330), and fourothers

bearing the inscription raqam-i kamineh Riza-i cAbbdsi
(it is thework of Riza-i cAbbasi) that he considers as
authentic signatures (pp. 97, 336-39). Two of the latter
are not by him and bear fake signatures. Since the issue
of authentic signatures iswhat Melikian
address it first.

values, I shall

In Figs 18-21, I compare the signatures from the
drawings on pages 97 and 339 with the one on page 337
that I consider as correct, and a fourth one from the
image of a Seated Dervish

that I have

65 Stchoukine 1964.
66
Canby 1996:21.
67 Soudavar 1992 :
261-64; Soudavar 2000a: 54.
68
Valeh-ye Isfahan! 1993: 471.
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elsewhere and is generally agreed to be an authentic
work of this artist.69Riza was certainly not a trained cal
ligrapher, and his calligraphy is stylisticallyweak. But
his mastery in penmanship is undeniable. He can trace

long, sinuous and complex lines in one strokewithout
liftinghis pen. No matter how immature his calligraphy
may look, all of his connectable lettersare penned in one
stroke, as in his drawings. Therefore, the easy test to

SOUDAVAR

The pen ofAbd al-Samad artfullydrew
The portraits of Shah Humayun and Shah Akbar
reading of the poems adorning the magnificent
carpet of the Cincinnati Museum
(1953.24) has many

His

that I have underlined,
corrected version in parenthesis:

distinguish his authentic signatures from forgeries is to
check for disconnections in letters that should normally
be stuck together.A second test is the thickness of the

lines in theword Riza. In authentic signatures the first
letter is invariably drawn with a thin line, and the
variation in thickness of the lines in the following letter
(za) ishardly noticeable. Thus inFig. 21, we see not only

jjl

-*l

jj

-A

Aj (wjik dluiJ

j< tAj^J fj^ JtO

Jul ajlgj jj^juo

- ^

^yoj^a jljjjj?

j?J
JjJUc Ji ^jluA j
jj! ojI^j Jljj <3jlL qA?
?\

j^a

o^lfj jjaa

jl jljjl j ^Siij

j-ja.

CiuO

jJ

V
-H

#?j^j? jl

jla.

daa(JUa.)

Jj-oj

JjJ
jS

ft("uiu

-W

-> A
:ul oi^j j?jj jXu ^ja^jS
o^j
ftj
<^
ftjja
^ia.juu
?*j
(^?j)
<.ij?*ii

Ij dit^Ua

-Y *

Cjjil -X ^
<j^O J jl jLuajj .jjjj
.jjlft^ ^jS^^SUAj
JjASjUI -XX

IX.WRONG READING

interspersed my English translation with the
erroneous
translations
that have
lines

I have
French

(underlined):
where glorious kings
1 This sacred threshold
couronne
le raison sur leur tete)
de
la
(2 posent
2 Put head and crown on thedust of itsroad
3 Humans and genies, birds and wild animals, and
angels

and demons,

Have kissed thegroundsof his Court
(5 Sans doute. 6merveille. ont-ilsdepose)
5 One shouldn't be surprised if some have clung
theirringof servitude
6 To the thresholdof thisprogeny of theProphet

4
Le

calame

d'cAbd

os-Samad

a tracee

sur le vif

Le portraitde de ShahHumayun et de Shah Akbar
The lastword, read as sar, and translated sur le vif'(on the
go), should be hunar (artfully):

7
8

wishes fulfilledbecause
They shallhave their
They have become (in fact)All's supplicants

(9,10

Pour
les

69 Soudavar 1992: 269.

*

AjIa A^aJa- ^ 1
(iLjLa
[4j]4j*ia) jj*j jjJa j
(.jjl ftjl^jjjj*j jlJb j

Oil ftjl^j jjjLui

He reads the inscription penned by cAbd al-Samad on a
page of theGulshan album (pp. Ill, 436):

-X

jjl ftlfli
jfAJJ JaJuuJ
jljxJ

CK=^

attribution toRiza.

certainly not faultless:

jj

<,ti->r.ljj-o

^^^l j p jJa jl

jjl djl^i jAAa. jLab

that hardly follows the authentic
sin
the
of cAbbdsi that lacks one tooth.
and
prototype
These two signatures are thereforeforgeries.

For a person who vehemently criticises authors for
reading the inscription in Fig. 12 as sar-lawh, instead of
sar-i lawh (p. 86, n. 71), Melikian's own readings are

the

- *

&?jl$j JJUijl Cjj?>l^

a?jUI <j->r. jjjj)

(c5^jj ?^jia

can notice a Riza

an airy and light-looking quality similar to the Louvre
painting. The rigidity of the sash-ends in the drawings
with fake signatures only confirms their erroneous

by

jjl ojl^i jjoisI
(j jjui) Jja* jl olj

a break inbetween the lettersmim andya of kamiineh but
a noticeable thickening of the lines inRiza. In Fig. 20, we

As for the stylistic comparison of the drawings, I
shall limitmy argument to just one tell-tale sign: the tail
of Riza's sashes end in quick zigzag strokes thatgive it

followed

mistakes

l'arrivee

faveurs

desireux

des pelerins.

divines.

On

a

depose

de s'assurer
l'eau

des

ablutions et Pexpose du caractere sacre de la
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plume de 1'ange)
10
Under the feet of itspilgrim, angels have laid
9,
down theirsacred feathers,inorder toprosper

In the sanctuaryof the immaculateSon of the Imam,
Shah Zayd theGreat, son of the immaculateImam, the
ImamMusa Kazim?may God's grace be upon him

11 It is forthe sake of theexistenceofCompanions of
theRobe (The Five Saints)
12 That thisnine-vaulteddome has been edified

and them all?the Imam forwhom people clean the
dust of his door with theireyelashes, and angelswith
the feathers of theirwings. Whoever will take

(13 C'est pour la louange du guide des pelerins de sa
cour)
13 It is for sprinklinggold underneaththe feetof this

possession (of this candlestick) shall do itagainst the
ordersofGod and his Prophet.May the curse ofGod

sanctuary'spilgrim
14 That the shining sun has been set in thehands of
the sky

be upon wrongdoers.Year 1008A.H.

15With thedirtfrom theroad and thedustfrom their

Misguided perhaps by the Shah-i Zindeh tomb complex
in Samarqand, Melikian applies the same name toZayd,
who, according to the Jarikh al-Yacqubi, is one of the
eighteen sons of the Imam Musa Kazim70 and who in
Iran is called Shah Zayd-i Kabir. Yet a more serious error

walk, his pilgrims
(16 Ont faitune nourrituredemuse et de volailles)
16 Can chidemusk and ridiculeamber
(17 lis se sontenivresde l'union avec Tame de l'Ami)
17 They shall be drunkwith thewine of closeness to

is to think that an Imam could be addressed as Imam

zadeh, which, although itmeans "son of the Imam",
defines a lower rank than Imam.Melikian thus considers

god's beauty
18 As iftheyhad set foot inanotherworld

19Without sufferingthevoyage, theyshall reach the
Fountain ofLife

the terms "Imam-zadeh", "Shah-i Zindeh", "Kabir", and
"Macsum", all as epithets of the seventh Imam, Musa
Kazim, forwhom he wrongly thinks this candlestick was

20 Leaving theLand ofDarkness forAlexander
21 They shall enjoy lifemore
22 Those who have given theirheart tohe who pours

made.

water from theKawthar Spring (i.e.AH)

Melikian's wrong reading of some of the couplets allows
his imagination to take theupper hand.Whereas themain
purpose of these verses is to praise the fine qualities of
the carpet and exalt theholiness of the sanctuary,he sees
itas a vehicle of esoteric quest (p. 269). The poem lauds

thefragrances of the carpet (9, 10), and its softness that
is likened to the feathers of angels (16), which, through
an exaggerated praise of the importance of the sanctuary,

will benefit from being trampled over by pilgrims. And
inorder to emphasise this imagery,angels are incorporat

ed in the design of the carpet. Melikian has, however,
transformedfragrances into feedstock, and interpretsthe
feather of the angel as a feather pen to scribble esoteric

discourses and "elucidation" (p. 269).
A more disastrous interpretationis thatof the inscrip
tions on a brass candlestick (p. 374). His reading errors
are presented inparenthesis and are underlined:

A? {ja\a\ ((jgAAaJ
Aalc Jh\
Qj^q ^Jat?^juj^Lal
f4)\r>j

^jto?

271

a

Among the hundreds of real and unreal shrines of the
Imam descendants in Iran, the sons of the seventh Imam
are themost popular. A simple Google search, inPersian,

gives at least two shrines in the name of Shah Zayd-i
Kabir. For some odd reason, in both places, the Imam
zadeh has been gradually "upgraded" tobe the son of the
second Imam Hasan

rather than ofMusa Kazim. One

is

in the province of Zanjan
to the
and datable
fifteenth-sixteenthcentury. The other is in Isfahan and
dated 994/1592. Given the proximity of the date of the
candlestick to the construction date of the latter shrine
and its location in Isfahan, the city that became the
c
capital of Shah Abbas I, the chances are that itwas

meant for this one.

Two candlesticks bearing the inscription cabdu-hu
Hay dar al-Husaynl are statedbyMelikian tobe executed
for theprince Haydar, a Safavid who lived at the court of

Shah Jahan (pp. 452-55). The two candlesticks are of
differentsizes (28cm., 24.9 cm.) and obviously not a pair.
Unlike the previous candlestick, no shrine name is
indicated on them.Melikian develops an elaborate story,
based on an inscription that in reality gives the name of
themaker of the candlestick and not its recipient or
donor. The artisan Haydar al-Husaynl seems to have
70

YacqubTl960: vol. 2,421.
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these as part of a commercial production for
whoever wanted to offer them to a shrine. Because he
was a Sayyid of Husaynl descent, he
emphasised it as
of
his
more
in
to
order
part
signature
give
importance
to the item.A Shicite would have felt prouder to offer

made

a candlestick made
by a decendant of the Prophet. It is
true that the Safavids?unjustifiably?used
the al

Husayni

nisba

in their name, but so did a thousand

otherSayyids.The idea thatthistypeof candlestick

was

has been recently put into question by
Hamid Atighechi, who has shown thatmost of these type
ofmetal works were actually produced inLahore and in
Safavid

the Indian subcontinent.71Like so many other goods of
Indian origin, theywere exported to Iran.

X. JIBA-DAR VERSUS

"JOBBEH-DAR"

SOUDAVAR

Unfortunately, nobody wore European-type armour in
Iran and the inscription is a later addition and fake.

XI. OMITTED INFORMATION
A number of entries can be complemented by relevant
information.
As part of the entry for a painting ascribed to the
library of the governor of Herat, Qulbaba Kukaltash,
Melikian writes thathe was the "frere rezd'F of theUzbek
ruler cAbdallahKhan (p. 290) without furtherexplanation.
In fact, the Chaghatay Turkish word kukaltash and the
Perso-Arab expression baradar-i rizdHbothmean "foster
brother". Itwas used forQulbaba to emphasise that he
was the foster-brotherof cAbdallahKhan.75
A banquet scene from the Louvre (OA 7100a) is
described as a Nawruz

There are differentways to determine a fake signature.
The comparison of calligraphy characteristicswas useful
in the case of drawings attributed toRiza. In the case of

the late seventeenth-century painter cAli-qulIBeyg Jiba
dar, however, there is an easier way to discern the good
from the bad, and that is through the spelling of his very
name. For, as I have explained elsewhere, the firstpart of

his surname jibd is a Chaghatay Turkish word meaning
"coat ofmail, piece armour", and jibd-ddr was the titleof
theKeeper ofArmour.72 In Safavid times theword jibd
was written as
(jibah). Because of the similarity of

its spelling with theArabic jubba ("long overcoat") it
could lead to confusion. It is to avoid this that thepainter
intentionally spelled his surname as jl^W^
(Jiba-dar).

Thus if a signature reads jh A^a.
it is a forgery.
^firtr*
same
to
as
the
it
is
call
him
"Jobbedar"
token,
wrong
By
one
do two entries for the Encyclopaedia
Iranica,
by
Priscilla

(1:872) and the other by Barbara
Schmitz (XIIT.79).73 Melikian produces the portrait of a
Soucek

French-looking gentleman in armour (p. 398), previously

publishedby Layla Diba as thework of "Ali Quli

Jabbadar" copying a portrait of Louis XTV of France.74
Melikian, who writes the surname of this artist as
"Jobbedar", translates itwrongly as a "man in armour" in

order to suggest that itmight actually be a self-portrait.
71
Atighechi forthcoming.
72 Soudavar 1992: 369.
73 I have
signalled thematter to the editors,who have
informedme that theywill include it in the next set of
corrections.

74 Diba and
Ekhtiyar 1998: 110

banquet without specifying the
from
it originally came (p. 324). The
which
manuscript
scene actually shows Timur enthroned and comes from a
dispersed manuscript of theHablb al-siyar. Volumes I
and II of thismanuscript are in theGulistan Library,76 a
section of volume III (ex-Vever Collection) is now at the

Freer Gallery77 and another section from the same
volume was sold at Christie's.78 Most images, ifnot all,
have been added and are devoid of inscriptions. Itwas

possibly done for the libraryof the Shamlu governors of
Herat in the early seventeenth century.
c
Two paintings from the Riza Abbas! Museum
in
Tehran, which I have previously published,79 are

produced without any description (pp. 288-89). The title
of the firstone ismost confusing: "Les compagnons se

disent adieu", Shah-Name de Shah Esma'il II, page du
Bus tan; Melikian
presumably thinks that the page
contains the texts of theShdhndmeh and theBus tan.The

second one is qualified as a page of theBustdn only. In
reality, they are two pages from a set of four paintings
from a dispersed manuscript thathas the text of Sacdi's
in the centre and the Bustdn in themargin. I
have attributed all four toMuhammad!, whose drawings
are also presented in the catalogue (pp. 318-21).
A courtly audience painted by Muhammad
cAli b.

Gulistan

Muhammad Zaman and dated 1133/1722 is reproduced
on p. 383. At its centre is seated the last of the Safavid
75 Soudavar 1992:
219; Soudavar 2000b: 67-68.

76

Husayni-Rad

2005:

179-99.

77
Lowiy^fl/. 1998: 197-90.
78
Christie's,King St.,London, sale of 10April 1999, lot79.
79 Soudavar 2000b:
figs 5-12.
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kings, Shah Sultan-Hosayn (Fig. 22), and tohis left is the
notorious Shicite theologian, Muhammad-Baqir Majlisi,
a portrait of whom is hanging over his tomb in Isfahan
(Fig. 23).80
Melikian

illustrates a page from the Guy-u-chugdn
that Shah Tahmasb caused to be copied in

manuscript
931/1524 (St Petersburg, Dorn 441, fol. 18), and
mentions that the identityof the painter is undetermined
(p. 200). As a reference, he only gives Anatoli Ivanov81

and omitsWelch who has attributed this specific painting
to Sultan-Muhammad82 and has discussed the rest of its

paintings in his The Houghton Shahnama.
A page from theGulistan Library manuscript of the
Zafarndmeh, copied in 935/1529 by Sultan-Muhammad

is produced by Melikian without any fiirther
information (pp. 206-7). The size and quality of the
reproduction of this page, as well as six other paintings
i Nur,

of thismanuscript recently published inTehran,83 clearly
show that their attribution to Bihzad in its colophon is
incorrect.The page produced byMelikian is nevertheless
particularly interestingbecause it is by the hand of an

273

itwas originallymade for theKhamseh of Shah Tahmasb
but was taken by Mirza cAli to theMughal court. The

proximity of this page to the Khamseh pages in the
exhibition has allowed me to reconfirmmy thesis in this
respect. The issue is also relevant to the topic of two ex

Cartier Collection paintings at Harvard thatWelch has
attributed toMir Sayyid cAlTand thatGrabar has tried to
refute (I shall discuss this in a forthcomingpaper).

XII. THE SHAH TAHMASB SHAHNAMEH
The topic of the Shah Tahmasb Shahnameh is one that
Melikian has covered as both a journalist and a scholar.
In this catalogue he makes new assertions and proposes
new theories. Based on the dedicatory rosette of the
manuscript, he affirms that it was solely made for
Tahmasb (pp. 28-29). Yet we have the example of the
Jdmic al-tawdrikh that began under the rule of Ghazan
Khan, as acknowledged in the textby its author Rashid

artist that I have long recognised as a forger who
embellished a cache of Timurid manuscripts by adding

but was only finished under his successor
Uljaytu. As a result, it was dedicated to Uljaytu.
Similarly, according to the stylistic analysis of its

established thathe is the one designated as Painter C by
(who may be the painter cAbd al-Wahhab). The
acceptance of my theory in respect to this forgerwent
against the doctoral thesis of Feliz Gagman, who was for

allowed a synthesis to occur between theTurkoman and
Herat schools of paintings. The project had begun under
Shah Ismacil and was finishedunder Tahmasb, hence the
dedicatory rosette inhis name.

paintings to them.84A characteristic of thispainter is the
drawing of faces with a drooping T-shaped moustaches
and beard. I long suspected that thispainter had worked
on the Tahmasb Shdhndmeh. I believe it can now be
Welch

a long time the gatekeeper to theTopkapi treasure trove
and whom nobody dared to contradict. It is hoped that
her departure from thatmuseum will allow art historians
of this field to be more forthcoming about the non
existence of a second school inHerat, which she had
imagined to be based on a manuscript of the poems of

Sultan-Hosayn Bayqara made by our forger.85
Finally, I had previously attributed toMirza cAlI the
painting incorporated in a page of theGulshan album that

produces on p. 435.86 Because of its size,
composition, and more
importantly, its particular
combination of coloured ruling lines, I had suggested that

Melikian

80 Honarfar 1965: 159.
81 Ivanov 2003: 156.
82 Welch 1976:
52, fig. 11.

83

Husayni-Rad

2005:

85-94.

al-Din,

paintings byWelch, the early ones are in the tumultuous
Turkoman style of Tabriz and devoid of Bihzadian
influence. The arrival of themaster c. 1522, a year after
the return of the seven year-old Tahmasb from Herat,

attributes the lack of a colophon in the
indecision, as a connoisseur
manuscript
and painter, on how to bring to an end thisproject (p. 39).
Melikian

to Tahmasb's

There is perhaps a more simple explanation because the
early pages are quite differentfrom the last ones. One has
to only compare the folios 62,118,73, 85, 86 and 95 (pp.
184-95) with folio 742 (p. 199) to see that: (a) the early
pages are gold-sprinkled and the late pages are not, and
(b) that the early nasta'lTq calligraphy is primitive and
awkward, while the late one is substantially more
advanced. In between, these folio's 300 (pp. 196-97) is
perhaps by a thirdhand. A unique calligrapher usually

wants to take credit for his work; the second (or third)
one does not have such an incentive.
As

84 Soudavar 1992:
118-19; Soudavar 1999: 264-66, pl. 3.
85 Soudavar 1992:
118-19; Soudavar 1999: 264^66.
86 Soudavar 1999:
5^55, pl. XVII.

forMelikian's

theory about the arrival of this
at
the
manuscript
Topkapi c. 1800, itcontradicts not only
the textual and visual evidence produced by Dickson and
Welch but thehistory of diplomatic relations between the
Safavids and the Ottomans. As
I have proposed
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elsewhere, themanuscript was probably gifted back to
the Iranian court c. 1824.87

XIII. THE ISSUE OF INTEGRITY
But the story thathas most captivated the attention ofMr.
in thepast thirtyyears is thatof the dispersal of

Melikian

of this manuscript. The writing of this
catalogue presented him with yet another opportunity to
deplore the dismemberment of thismanuscript as "the
mutilation of a monument of world culture," and to
the pages

accuse the "orientalist" (read S.C. Welch) or orientalists
who were counselling its owner for ignoring "the
multiple bonds, material as well as conceptual thatunited

SOUDAVAR

irrelevant. Because

the artist himself devised his
paintings individually and on a flat sheet of paper, one
cannot see it in the same way thathe did, with the page
still in a manuscript. The areas close to the gutter are

usually hard to see. Besides, if it is such an important
as the curator of the
issue why did not Melikian,
exhibition, insiston displaying each individual page with
its facing textpage?
Once a manuscript is unbound, the matter of the
location of individual pages, whether in Tehran or in
York, becomes secondary. The primary focus
should be on preservation, especially from calamities. To

New

leave 258 of the greatest paintings in thewhole realm of
Persian painting in one place is to incur therisk of losing
them all inone disastrous calamity. Flooding did not only

the paintings of the sixteenth centurywith the volumes
forwhich theywere destined" (p. 20). When theproblem
is presented in thisway, itobviously strikes a chord with
most people because dismemberment resonates as a loss

occur in Florence and at theUffizi; it also happened in
Lisbon, where the illustrations of the magnificent
Timurid Zafarnameh of theGulbenkian Museum were

of artwithout invoking preservation. Museum conserva
tors and exhibition specialists attachmuch importance to

manuscripts have been defaced in thepast. Closer to our
times, theTaliban have destroyed theBamiyan Buddhas.
If illustratedmanuscripts are not destroyed by religious
zealots, the chances are that their display will be pre

of integrityand an act of cultural vandalism. The reality,
however, is different.
One cannot evoke theprinciple of integrityfor a work

discoloration and lightdamage tominiatures. However,
it is themechanical handling of the illustratedpages that
damages themmost. Their paint ismostly constituted by
mineral pigments that are affixed by a bonding agent to

thepaper and thenburnished to obtain a uniform surface.
With age, thepainted surface becomes as brittle as stucco
and any action resulting in the bending of the page will
produce minute cracks in it,which will eventually lead to
flaking. The only way to conserve the integrity of a
manuscript is never to open it.For it is impossible topeer
through a bound manuscript without bending its pages
and sending ripples through them, even ifplaced on a

stand. The larger themanuscript, themore susceptible it
is to damage. As a collector, Chester Beatty knew this.
He had illustrations removed from his manuscripts, and

placed each under a separate glass. The Freer Gallery has
unbound its famous Haft awrang of Sultan Ibrahnm
Miirza, and theBritish Library has done the same for its
Khamseh of Shah Tahmasb. An illustratedpage must lay

damaged (and horrendously repainted afterwards). Fire
is always a possibility. But a more important danger
lurking for illustrated manuscripts is the danger of
defacement, or total destruction, by iconoclasts. Many

empted, since so many images with female figures are
not allowed to be seen in Iran nowadays.

damaging factor for miniature
in
is
variation
humidity. Kept under a sealed
painting
frame, a miniature faresmuch better than unframed or
even in a manuscript. The effect of this factor becomes
The

second most

amplified when items have to travel for the purpose of
exhibitions. A prime example is a page from theBerlin
sent to New York for the 1985
album that was
Metropolitan exhibition India. This magnificent scene, at

sits the Emperor Humayun, was
painted by Dust-Muhammad.88 Most unfortunately, by
the time thepainting came back toBerlin, Humayun had
lost his face! A combination of variations in humidity
and perhaps vibrations in travel had caused the paint on
his face to pulverise and fall down. Knowledge about
miniature conditions and their remedies is minimal in
the centre of which

Western museums, and curators, as well as conservators,
flat and unbound for people to look at, even if they are
a
once
its
unbind
But
integrity, generally shy away from having damaged miniatures
you
manuscript,
experts.
asMelikian defines it, is lost anyhow.
repaired in order to stabilise their condition.
seen
In thevery case of the Shah Tahmasb Shahnameh, the
a
must
in
its
be
that
claim
What about his
page
full
publication of its paintings by Dickson and Welch
original setting? It sounds good, but it is mostly
87 Soudavar 2002: 110-20.

88 Welch 1985: 145.
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available information that is seldom available
for othermanuscripts. The dispersal of itspages has also
allowed many people toget a first-handexperience of the
quality of itspages and has stirredmuch interest in the
study of itsvarious aspects, certainlymore than if ithad
has made

remained as a bound manuscript

in an

contention that in 1993 the Iranian
to swap a painting byWillem de
consented
government
the
for
Kooning
remaining pages of theShdhndmeh only
because it was broken, this is simply not true. The
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